
This Week’s Developments

• Netanyahu: No ceasefire until hostages are freed

• Hezbollah leader says group in a real battle with Israel

• Russia at UN:Israel does not have right of self-defense
• Putin blames US for Israel-Hamas conflict

• Putin ally calls for ceasefire in ‘stalemate’ Ukraine war
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• Muslim mob in Dagestan storm airport hunting Jews

• Additional & Supporting Articles
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Israel has rejected American calls for a temporary ceasefire in its Gaza offensive,
as the United States’ top diplomat visited to press for a “humanitarian pause”. Benjamin
Netanyahu, Israel’s prime minister, told Antony Blinken, the US secretary of state, that
there could be no halt until Hamas released Israeli hostages. Mr Blinken used his third
visit to Israel since Hamas’s Oct 7 attacks to urge Mr Netanyahu to do more to protect
civilians trapped in the besieged coastal enclave. Mr Blinken’s visit came as America
tries to balance support for Israel with growing concern over the civilian casualties that
have risen sharply under Israeli bombardment. Washington said it wants a temporary halt
to Israel’s offensive to get more aid into the 25-mile-long strip where 2.3 million people
are trapped and to give more time to get hostages and wounded out. Yet speaking after
the talks, Mr Netanyahu said he had “made it clear that we are going with full steam
ahead, and that Israel refuses any temporary ceasefire that does not involve the
release of the kidnapped Israelis”.

Telegraph, November 3, 2023
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Israel is almost totally united behind the military goal of destroying Hamas once and for
all. Binyamin Netanyahu has said Israeli soldiers fighting Hamas are joining a chain of
Jewish heroes throughout history, describing the conflict as a “second war of
independence”. At a press conference he compared combatants in Gaza to Joshua,
who succeeded Moses in leading the Israelites. It is interesting he links these events to
Joshua. Joshua was told by God to take all the land of Canaan and specifically take the
area of the Philistines – Gaza, Gath etc. But towards the end of Joshua’s life God told
him that there was still much land to conquer – including all the borders of the Philistines

No ceasefire until hostages are freed, says          
Benjamin Netanyahu

Now Joshua was old and stricken in years; and the LORD said unto him, Thou art old and stricken
in years, and there remaineth yet very much land to be possessed. This is the land that yet
remaineth: all the borders of the Philistines…The land of the Philistines equates to the Gaza Strip.
Perhaps now in the inner ring war this area will finally be taken as God said it should(Joshua 13:1-2) 
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Hezbollah is in a “real battle” with Israel and all “options are on the table” in the
conflict, the group’s leader said as he broke his silence on the war. The Hamas attack on
Israel on Oct 7 showed that “Israel is weaker than a spider web”, Hassan Nasrallah said
in a speech watched by thousands at a Beirut rally. He said the deadly cross-border
raid was “100 per cent Palestinian”, appearing to distance his Iranian-backed movement
from it, and described the massacre of 1,400 Israelis as a “glorious jihadi operation”.
Nasrallah stopped short of escalating the conflict, as some had feared he might, but
warned that a wider war in the Middle East was a realistic possibility after Hezbollah
repeatedly traded fire with Israeli forces in recent weeks. Hezbollah, based in Lebanon
and with significant firepower, was poised to increase attacks on Israel at will, he said.

The Telegraph, November 3, 2023
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Hezbollah is the most powerful of Iran’s proxy armies surrounding Israel. It has an
estimated 150,000 rockets and missiles all pointed at Israel – many of them high
precision capable of hitting most of the land. Since this war began on October 7th there
have been daily attacks from Hezbollah into Israel with strikes into Lebanon in
response. Hezbollah are mainly based in southern Lebanon and are deemed a terrorist
organisation by many nations because of their stated aim to destroy Israel. The main
stronghold of Hezbollah is in the region of Tyre. Psalm 83 tells us of a confederacy of
enemies of Israel that immediately surround the land. One of the enemies we are told of
are the “inhabitants of Tyre.” God could have said “Lebanon”. But he chooses to say a
specific city (area) within Lebanon. Clearly we are being told 3000 years ago about
Hezbollah. An enemy that seeks to destroy Israel. But we read it is them that perish….

Hezbollah leader says group is in a ‘real battle’              
with Israel

They have said, Come, and let us cut them off from being a nation; that the name of Israel may be 
no more in remembrance. For they have consulted together with one consent: they are confederate 
against thee:  The tabernacles of Edom, and the Ishmaelites; of Moab, and the Hagarenes; Gebal, 
and Ammon, and Amalek; the Philistines with the inhabitants of Tyre; (Psalm 83:4-7) 
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Russia tells UN Israel does not have right of self-
defense in war with Hamas
The Times of Israel, November 2, 2023
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Russia is fast turning against Israel and huge divisions are opening up. Last week
Russia hosted Hamas the very people that Israel seeks to destroy. Moscow has long
been close to the group, declining to designate it as a terrorist organization as many
other countries have done, even after the Oct. 7 attacks, and making clear that it is
loath to sever contact with Hamas. In doing so, Russia provides Hamas with what
terrorists most covet: legitimisation by being recognised by Russia. Since the Ukraine
war began Russia has turned to Iran for military support and knowhow – especially
when it comes to drones. Iran is Israel’s No1 enemy and so once again Russia sides
with Israel’s greatest foe. One day Russia will even invade Israel itself to take a spoil.
Thus saith the Lord GOD; It shall also come to pass, that at the same time shall things come into 
thy [Gog] mind, and thou shalt think an evil thought: And thou shalt say, I will go up to the land of 
unwalled villages; I will go to them that are at rest, that dwell safely, all of them dwelling without 
walls, and having neither bars nor gates, To take a spoil, and to take a prey; (Ezekiel 38:10-12)

Israel has no right to self-defense against Hamas militants in Gaza as an
occupying power in Palestine, Russia’s ambassador to the United
Nations said Wednesday. Vasily Nebenzya used his speech at the special UN General
Assembly session on Palestine to condemn Western “hypocrisy” over Palestinian
civilian deaths amid their criticism of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. “The only thing [the
West] can muster is continued pronouncements about Israel’s supposed right to self-
defense. Although, as an occupying power, it does not have that power,”
Nebenzya said. Nebenzya said Israel’s right to ensure its security “can be fully
guaranteed only in the case of a just solution to the Palestinian problem on the basis of
the well-known UN Security Council resolutions.” Russia has called on Israel and
Hamas authorities in Gaza to reach a cease-fire agreement and allow mediators to
work on a diplomatic solution to the decades-long conflict.
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Russian President Vladimir Putin on Monday sought to blame the West for the
crisis in the Middle East, where Israel is bombing the Gaza Strip to try to eradicate
Hamas militants who killed some 1,400 people, mostly civilians, in Israel on Oct. 7. In a
televised statement to a meeting of members of his Security Council and the government
and the heads of law enforcement agencies, Putin said the "ruling elites of the U.S."
and their "satellites" stood behind the killing of Gaza's Palestinians, and behind
conflicts in Ukraine, Afghanistan, Iraq and Syria. "They need constant chaos in the
Middle East. Therefore (the U.S.) does its best to discredit those countries that insist on
an immediate ceasefire in the Gaza Strip, on stopping the bloodshed, and are ready to
make a real contribution to resolving the crisis, and not parasitise on it.” Russia backs
an immediate ceasefire in Gaza and a two-state solution. It has also angered Israel
by receiving a Hamas delegation in Moscow.

Reuters, October 30, 2023
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Ksenia Svetlova, a Russian-Israeli with expertise in Middle East affairs, said Russia was
a "main beneficiary" of the current war in the Middle East. The New York Times writes
“Moscow is reaping the benefits from the regional chaos that threatens Israelis and
Palestinians with devastation and desolation. In three key areas — its military campaign
against Ukraine, its designs on the Middle East and its global war of narratives with
Western states — Russia stands to gain from a protracted conflict. Without doing much,
Mr. Putin is getting what he wants.” Putin is using the war with Israel as a way to blame
the US. This is surely part of the king of the north (Russia) and king of the south
(US/UK) antagonism. Putin sees this conflict as payback for the US push in Ukraine.

Putin blames West for Gaza crisis, says US needs 
global chaos

Then at the time of the end, the king of the south will attack the king of the north. The king of the 
north will storm out with chariots, charioteers, and a vast navy. He will invade various lands and 
sweep through them like a flood.

(Daniel 11:40) 
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Russia and Ukraine were locked in a serious stalemate in Moscow’s continuing invasion
of the country and needed to sit down for peace talks, Belarusian president and Vladimir
Putin’s close ally Alexander Lukashenko said. “There are enough problems on both sides
and in general the situation is now seriously stalemate: no one can do anything and
substantively strengthen or advance their position,” Mr Lukashenko said. “They’re there
head-to-head, to the death, entrenched. People are dying,” he said over the weekend.
This marks the first time the Belarusian president has come forward seeking truce in the
conflict and called for a “stop” command. "We need to sit down at the negotiating table
and come to an agreement," Mr Lukashenko said in a question and answer video posted
on the website of the Belarusian state news agency BelTA. "As I once said: no
preconditions are needed. The main thing is that the ‘stop’ command is given," he said.

The Independent, November 1, 2023
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The vast war frontline in Ukraine has moved little in the past year despite Kyiv’s
grueling months-long offensive. Major military warfare is concentrated in eastern and
southern Ukraine’s pockets. Ukraine said it will not rest until it ejected every last
Russian soldier from its territory. In February 2022, Russian forces were permitted to
stage part of the invasion of Ukraine from Belarusian territory. Belarus borders Russia
and Ukraine and was once part of the USSR. It is interesting the president of Belarus
has called for a ceasefire. He is unlikely to have called for this without some approval
from Russia itself as really Belarus is a puppet state of their master in Moscow. It is
highly likely that at some point there will be some ceasefire or some standoff. Russia
will invade Israel and will unlikely be fighting a full scale war with Ukraine when it does.

Putin ally Lukashenko calls for ceasefire in            
‘stalemate’ Ukraine war

And I will turn thee back, and put hooks into thy jaws, and I will bring thee forth, and all thine army,
horses and horsemen, all of them clothed with all sorts of armour, even a great company with
bucklers and shields, all of them handling swords: It is ALL Russia’s army that comes down which
indicates it is not fighting two wars at the same time. (Ezekiel 38:4)
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The Times, October 30, 2023
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Shocking footage this week showed hundreds of Dagestanis, mostly young
men, rampage through the terminal building and onto the tarmac hunting for Israeli
citizens and Jewish people who had just flown in on a flight from Tel Aviv. Dagestan is in
southern Russia and is home to some 2000 Jews. Alexander Fedotov, who was visiting
Derbent's Jewish cemetery said he thought the airport riot had been planned by
someone intent on spoiling ties between Russia and Israel. "The pogrom in Dagestan
only serves to underscore a terrible and uncomfortable truth," Shneor Segal, Chief
Ashkenazi Rabbi of Azerbaijan, said after the riot. Anti-Semitism is exploding around the
world. It is a shocking and also great sign we are near the end – the time of the end….

Muslim mob in Dagestan storm airport hunting           
Jews

Thus saith the LORD of hosts; In those days it shall come to pass, that ten men shall take hold out 
of all languages of the nations, even shall take hold of the skirt of him that is a Jew, saying, We will 
go with you: for we have heard that God is with you. This verse seems so far away with current 
events but will be a reality when Christ establishes God’s kingdom here on earth…

Russia’s Federal Aviation Authority was forced to divert flights from an airport in the
country’s south after an angry mob stormed the runway late on Sunday to intercept a
passenger jet arriving from Israel. Hundreds of people stormed into Makhachkala airport
in the Dagestan region, which is predominantly Muslim, after hearing that a flight had
landed from Tel Aviv. The Russian interior ministry said 60 people were arrested. New
arrivals started to disembark but were quickly forced back on to the plane as the
protesters, some of whom were waving Palestinian flags, ran towards them. Footage
from the scene showed an aviation official directing passengers back on to the aircraft
belonging to Red Wings — a Russian carrier — shouting “quickly!” as people ran
towards them. Crowds outside the airport also prevented buses from leaving the scene,
demanding to check people’s passports as they tried to leave.

(Zechariah 8:23)
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ADDITIONAL AND SUPPORTING ARTICLES

DebkaFile Review (world events through the bi-focals of Israeli military intelligence)

2023-11-03 US intelligence thinks Wagner plans to send air defence system to Hezbollah - WSJ - Reuters

2023-10-28 Massive Airstrike! F-15 Jet Fighters Wipe Out Most of Hamas Quarters - 9.01 min - YouTube

Animated  Map - Indo-European migrations - File-Indo-European migrations.gif - Wikipedia

2023-11-04 Israel-Hamas war- Erdogan cuts ties with Netanyahu as Israeli PM rejects call for humanitarian pause - Euronews

2023-10-28 Ukraine holds peace formula talks in Malta, Russia absent - Reuters

2023-11-03 Israel-Hamas War- IDF Fighters DEFEAT Multiple Hamas TERROR CELLS - TBN Israel - 2.28 min - YouTube

2023-11-04 Details EMERGE Of Hamas Terror Tunnel Operation BENEATH Gaza Hospital - TBN Israel - 3.26 min - YouTube

TV-7 Israel News  Watchman Newscast  

2023-10-28 Hundreds of thousands rally across cities to support Palestinians - Reuters

2023-11-04 IDF INFILTRATES Hamas Command Center, Hezbollah Threat INTENSIFYING - TBN Israel - 2.58 min YouTube

2023-11-04 Did India Have Secret Relations with Israel- - Flashback with Palki Sharma - 11.03 min - YouTube

2023-11-03 Vantage - Is TikTok spreading Hamas propaganda?

2023-11-03 Any Mistake Will Cost You Dearly- Netanyahu WARNS Nasrallah - TBN Israel - 2.48 min -YouTube

2023-10-28 This Is Israel's Second War Of Independence, It Will Be Long And Tough' - I24NEWS

2023-10-14 Hezbollah fires 30 mortars, IDF hits anti-tank team in latest Lebanon border clashes - The Times of Israel

2023-11-03 Israel said to stop warning Russia ahead of Syria strikes, amid worsening ties - The Times of Israel

2023-11-02 Ukraine Claims War Has Reached Stalemate, Russia Denies - Vantage with Palki Sharma - 7.18 min - YouTube

2023-10-31 Why Israel Has Gone Missing from China's Maps - Vantage with Palki Sharma - 4.52 min - YouTube

2023-10-28 PM vows ‘campaign will be long; this is a do or die moment for our nation

2023-10-31 Israel-Hamas war- ‘Dire’ disinformation spreads globally - Context

2023-11-02 Antisemitism rampant online since Hamas’ attack, with YouTube recording a 51-fold surge - Euronews

https://www.debka.com/review/
https://www.reuters.com/world/us-intelligence-thinks-wagner-plans-send-air-defence-system-hezbollah-wsj-2023-11-03/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Npq56F3ODbU
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Indo-European_migrations.gif#/media/File:Indo-European_migrations.gif
https://www.euronews.com/2023/11/04/israel-hamas-war-netanyahu-rebuffs-pushes-for-gaza-humanitarian-pause-until-hostages-are-r#:%7E:text=Turkish%20President%20Recep%20Tayyip%20Erdogan,comments%20reported%20by%20Turkish%20media.
https://www.reuters.com/world/europe/ukraine-holds-peace-formula-talks-malta-russia-absent-2023-10-28/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qQCyIayjvao
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3y2zyhR6jTQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gzvrBjIeGP4
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCD8YGIxFCnVqv-ZGqgtVWAg
https://www.reuters.com/world/uk/thousands-join-pro-palestinian-protest-london-demand-gaza-ceasefire-2023-10-28/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cfjxmc90eEk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4fDki3OhSWM
https://www.firstpost.com/opinion/vantage-is-tiktok-spreading-hamas-propaganda-13340682.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aYksHz4jhoQ
https://www.i24news.tv/en/news/israel-at-war/1698517790-this-is-israel-s-second-war-of-independence-it-will-be-long-and-tough
https://www.timesofisrael.com/hezbollah-fires-30-mortars-idf-hits-anti-tank-team-in-latest-lebanon-border-clashes/?utm_source=article_hpsidebar&utm_medium=desktop_site&utm_campaign=idf-again-strikes-hezbollah-after-drones-from-lebanon-intercepted-over-north
https://www.timesofisrael.com/liveblog_entry/israel-said-to-stop-warning-russia-ahead-of-syria-strikes-amid-worsening-ties/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C6BREAYmi_U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dmMiIN_02ng
https://www.israelhayom.com/2023/10/28/pm-vows-campaign-will-be-long-this-is-a-do-or-die-moment-for-our-nation/
https://www.context.news/big-tech/israel-hamas-war-dire-disinformation-spreads-globally
https://www.euronews.com/2023/10/31/antisemitism-rampant-online-since-hamas-attack-with-youtube-recording-a-51-fold-surge






TARTARY

MAGOG

"Son of man, set your face toward Gog of the land of Magog,
the prince of Rosh, Meshech and Tubal,

"Son of man, set thy face against Gog (head), of the land of Magog (China?), prince 
of Ros (river in Ukraine) Meshech  and Tubal (rivers in Russia)"?

GOMER

https://www.richardbereans.com/_files/ugd/7c49db_2f4f1c701d574753b3b31349877e6686.pdf


This Week’s Developments

• YouTube recording a 51-fold surge in Antisemitism

• US: Wagner to send air defence system to Hezbollah
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Antisemitic remarks have soared online since Hamas’ surprise attack on Israel on 7 October, with YouTube
totaling 15,720 hateful comments against Jewish people in the following week. In the three days following
the attack, the absolute number of antisemitic comments on conflict-related YouTube videos increased by
4963% when compared to the previous three days. Part of this surge can be explained by an increase in the
number of videos focusing on Israel and Gaza published on the platform. But the proportion of antisemitic
comments had still ballooned by a daily average of 247% after fighting broke out. These included the use
and circulation of graphic images and calls for violence against Jewish officials. All three types of comments
fall under the International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance’s (IHRA) definition of antisemitism. The 15,720
anti-semitic comments it found on YouTube videos represented a nearly 51-fold increase in the absolute
volume of such remarks. During the same period, the data also showed a 2.4 times surge in the overall
proportion of antisemitic messages.

EuroNews Nov 2, 2023
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Another news story contained in the supporting articles on this site refers to a similar increase of anti-Semitic
language on the Tik-Tok platform, commenting that "One of the root causes of the issue lies in the algorithm. It
tends to deepen echo chambers, reinforcing users’ existing beliefs and preferences. If someone interacts with
pro-Hamas content, their feed becomes flooded with similar content perpetuating the cycle." From the Daniel
12 readings yesterday we noted how almost every prophetic timeline has been fulfilled; we live at the end time
with the only remaining prophetic activity being that of the frog spirits - the socialistic influences of liberty,
equality, fraternity acting on religion, politics and finance. We see all of that in steroids currently going on
around us. v 4 jumps out at us: "O Daniel, shut up the words, and seal the book, even to the time of the end:
many shall run to and fro, and knowledge shall be increased." There's one Heb word for "run to & fro": it's "sut"
- roaming, searching (physical or virtual); i.e., activity without purpose - richocheting from crisis to crisis.

Antisemitism rampant since Hamas’ attack, with 
YouTube recording a +/-5000% surge

"...among these nations shalt thou find no ease, neither shall the sole of thy foot have rest: but the
LORD shall give thee there a trembling heart…and sorrow of mind: And thy life shall hang in doubt
before thee; and thou shalt fear day and night, and shalt have none assurance of thy life: In the
morning thou shalt say, Would God it were even! and at even thou shalt say, Would God it were
morning!" Deut 28:66-67
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The United States has intelligence that Russia's Wagner mercenary group plans to provide Hezbollah, the
Iranian backed Lebanese militia, an air defence system, The Wall Street Journal reported, citing unidentified
U.S. officials. The Journal said Wagner plans to supply the Pantsir-S1 system, known by NATO as the SA-
22, which uses anti-aircraft missiles and air-defence guns to intercept aircraft. Wagner Group did not reply to
a request for comment from Reuters. One unidentified U.S. official quoted by the Journal said that
Washington had not confirmed that the system had been sent. But U.S. officials are monitoring discussions
involving Wagner and Hezbollah, the Journal said. The Journal said that the Pantsir system would be
provided to Hezbollah via Syria. Iran's Revolutionary Guards founded Hezbollah in 1982, in the middle of
Lebanon's 1975-90 civil war. It was part of Iran's effort to export its 1979 Islamic Revolution around the
region and fight Israeli forces after their 1982 invasion of Lebanon.

Reuters & WSJ Nov 3, 2023
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Hezbollah have all but entered the Israel - Hamas war, with the largest barrage of military exchange since
the confict began having occurred yesterday. So far there have been no cross-border incursions by either
side although Hezbollah has tried several times on a small scale and been turned back. We need to be
prepared to see this escalation happen. Everything has changed on the Middle East front since Oct 7,
including the diplomatic relationships between Israel, Russia, Turkey and China. Russia has put their full
backing behind Hamas and Hezbollah and is apparently showing signs of equipping Hezbollah with the
Pantsir air defence system. A news Headline appeared in the Times of Israel "Israel said to stop warning
Russia ahead of Syria strikes, amid worsening ties". President Assad of Syria is actively engaging in the
conflict on the Golan Heights and this push to equip Hezbollah with the Russian air defense system is to
come to Lebanon via Syria. China has dropped Israel from its map and placed its warships in the region. We
do not forget that Syria/Iraq/Iran are the host countries for whatever power is to become the King of the
North will need to occupy that area. Russia is already there.

US intelligence thinks Wagner plans to send air 
defence system to Hezbollah

They have said, Come, and let us cut them off from being a nation; that the name of Israel may be 
no more in remembrance For they have consulted together with one consent: they are confederate 
against thee…..the Philistines (HAMAS) with the inhabitants of Tyre (HEZBOLLAH); Psa 83:4-7
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